Abstract
Introduction
Real-time systems are traditionally defined as computing systems that must react within precise time constraints to events in the environment to provide correct behavior [3] . Therefore, most real-time schedulers were developed having deadlines as a primary concern. Some applications, however, have target sensitive constraints: their jobs have target points at which execution results in highest utility; the utility degrades as a function of the deviation from this point. Simply meeting the deadlines does not maximize the utility of the system, although it assures its temporally correct behavior. Examples for such applications include media processing and control. In media processing moving the display of a frame around its desired point in time reduces the perceived
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quality of the video stream, but is preferable to not showing the frame at all. In control, ideally sampling and actuation should be executed at their target points. However, shifting them a little bit for the sake of feasibility can be acceptable, provided that the system response remains within bounded limits.
The gravitational task model, which we presented in [1] , [2] allows a task to express an execution window for feasibility, a target point where its utility is maximized, importance, and utility decay as a function of its deviation from its target point. In this model, tasks are considered as massive bobs hanging on a pendulum: a single task, left to itself, will execute at the bottom, the target point. If a force, such as the weight of other tasks, is applied, it can be shifted around this point. The compromise that maximizes the accrued utility of the system for task's instances (henceforth called jobs) with conflicting needs is called equilibrium. An approximation to this compromise is solved with linear complexity based on the equilibrium of physical pendulums. In [1] , [2] we presented the equilibrium and showed its applicability with a simple adhoc scheduler as proof of concept. This scheduler was divided into 2 phases, ordering and timing, both with complexity O(n 2 ). In this paper we propose an on-line scheduling algorithm specifically for the gravitational task model with complexity O(n × log(n)) for the ordering phase and O(n) for timing. The ordering is a NP-hard problem and severely limits the acceptance ratio and the maximum utility that can be accrued. Therefore, we solve it with a low complexity heuristic that can account for both acceptance ratio and utility accrual. It places jobs with higher utility density closer to their target points. The utility density is a job parameter that represents how much utility a job accrues per unit of execution. The timing phase schedules the execution of jobs based on the equilibrium. The complexity decrease achieved in both phases is due to a novel method for equilibrium recomputations that accounts for idle periods in the schedule.
This scheduler achieves higher acceptance ratio and utility accrual than the scheduling example proposed in [1] , [2] , at the same time decreasing the complexity. Moreover, the complexities of the ordering and timing phases presented here are lower than in any other utility aware schedulers that are based in different task models. This paper brings a complexity study of the proposed scheduler and simulation results that show the increase in the system utility and acceptance ratio.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 discusses related work; section 3 recalls the gravitational task model presented in [1] , [2] ; section 4 describes the novel scheduling algorithm; section 5 brings results from a simulation study; and, finally, section 6 concludes the paper.
Related work
Time utility function (TUF) scheduling as presented in [4] , [5] , [6] and earliness/tardiness schedulers [7] go beyond the starttime-deadline notion to express tasks' temporal constraints. In these, tasks aggregate a given amount of utility to the system as a function of when they execute and the scheduler seeks to maximize system utility. Earliness/tardiness schedulers seek the minimization of the overall penalty of the system due to jobs that complete too early or too late. Both TUF and earliness/tardiness schedulers face the problem of the task ordering problem and the best times to execute tasks.
In the field of earliness/tardiness schedulers, a small survey on job ordering algorithms presented in [7] shows that many are based on branch and bound (B&B) and only a few of them consider the insertion of idle time in the final solution. These algorithms are computationally expensive. Regarding the timing phase, [8] proposes an optimum solution which has quadratic complexity. Although this complexity is low considering the optimality of the solution, it still imposes a high overhead to be used on-line. Besides the lack of efficient schedulers, the main drawback of earliness/tardiness schedulers is that deadlines are actually allowed to be missed. Moreover, the penalty function is linear with the distance from the deadline and with no bounds.
TUF schedulers also face the problem of inserting idle times between jobs in order to maximize the utility of the system. One of the first TUF schedulers is presented in [4] . It proposes a schedule based on time utility functions to define the order to execute jobs. The scheduler uses a heuristic that solves the ordering and timing phase on average close to the optimum in O(n 3 ). It assumes any kind of utility function, but no idle cycle between the jobs, which is a limitation if we consider underutilized systems. The ordering problem is solved with complexity O(n 2 ) in [5] , but under the assumptions of non-increasing TUFs and no idle cycles between jobs. The timing phase is not an issue because, due to the assumption of non-increasing TUFs, jobs will always accrue more utility to the system the earlier they execute. It is applied in ethernet packet scheduling, where it is assumed that the earlier a packet is delivered the higher is its utility. This work is extended in [9] and [10] to support variable cost functions and mutual exclusion of resources, respectively.
Finally, we presented a gravitational task model in [1] , [2] , which is the base of the work presented here. In this model, tasks are able to express their target point and their utility decay as a function of their deviation from this point. Furthermore, it presents an approximate solution for the best compromise among tasks, which is called equilibrium, and is based on the equilibrium of physical pendulums. We extend this work by proposing an on-line scheduling algorithm which uses the equilibrium and has complexity O(n × log(n)) for the ordering phase and O(n) for timing. To the best of our knowledge, such a low complexity has never been achieved by any previous utility aware scheduler.
The gravitational task model
In this section we briefly recall the gravitational task model [1] , [2] as needed for the rest of this paper. A pendulum is an object attached to a pivot point that can swing freely. A basic example is the simple gravity pendulum or bob pendulum. As depicted in Figure 1 , it consists of a bob at the end of a massless string, which, when given an initial push, will swing back and forth under the influence of gravity over its central (lowest) point in a circular trajectory. Placed in the lowest point, the bob will come to rest there (rest position). If the bob pendulum contains more than one bob, they cannot be all at the same time in the lowest part, and hence, will push each other aside to find a new rest position. It is said that the system is then in an equilibrium state. The equilibrium condition is that the sum of all torques in the system is equal to zero and the distance between the centers of two consecutive bobs is the sum of their radii. How far from the central point each bob comes to rest in the equilibrium state depends on their weights and sizes. The gravitational task model assumes jobs j i with earliest start time est i , relative deadline dl i , worst case execution time W CET i , target point tp i and importance imp i . The execution window of a job j i is defined as the range between est i and dl i . A job obtains its highest utility at the target point; executing somewhat before or after is feasible, but at lower utility. Jobs are not allowed to execute out of their execution window. Each job can express an utility decay as a function of its deviation from the target point. They may or may not be instances of recurring tasks. Finally, importance represents the flexibility of a job to be shifted from its target point in the presence of other jobs, i.e., the importance is proportional to the need of the job to execute at its target point.
Drawing the analogy, we can think of a bob as a job whose execution time is equivalent to the size of the bob. A job is allowed to execute at its target point in the absence of other jobs in the system with the same target point. The target point would be equivalent, thus, to the central lowest point of a pendulum trajectory and the swinging range is the execution window of the job. The importance of a job, which represents how much it wants to execute at its target point, can be seen as the weight of the bob. The heavier a bob is, the closer to the bottom it will come to rest. Finally, the job utility as a function of its point of execution is similar to the potential energy of a bob as a function of its position in its trajectory. Table 1 . Analogy between bob pendulum and task set
Although the analogy described above appears straightforward, a number of issues have to be addressed before a direct mapping to the real-time task scheduling. See [1] , [2] for the detailed discussion and motivation. In the end we define a different distance constraint to the pendulum. Instead of using the distance between the center of bobs, we use the horizontal distance d i between the centers of two consecutive bobs. In this case we care only about the centers of the bobs, being the sizes disposable. Therefore, we consider each bob as a particle that has a weight W i and hangs on a pivot point P i by a massless string of length R i . All pivot points are aligned perpendicularly to the gravity, i.e. they are at the same height. This consideration is important because we can use the same reference point to compute the potential energy of the particles in the equilibrium state, which is equivalent to the utility accrued by a job in the analogy.
Although we change a property of the physical system, we keep the same torque computation used to find the equilibrium of pendulums with bobs to simplify the math. Therefore, using the equilibrium condition described in the beginning of section 3 with the horizontal distance constraint results in a approximation of the actual equilibrium point given the new dynamics of the system. This approximation is obtained using equation 1, which computes the equilibrium of N particles that push each other aside, and [2] shows that the error is very small. The result of equation 1 is the deviation of the last particle from its target point (dev N ) under the new distance constraint and can be solved with linear complexity.
In the analogy depicted in figure 3 , we consider a job as a particle (a massive point) instead of a rigid body (previously a bob). As the whole execution of a job cannot happen in one point in time, in this analogy a particle represents the anchor point of a job. The value of an anchor point (α i ) is the portion of execution of job j i that executes before this anchor point (0 ≤ α i ≤ 1) and d i is the amount of execution time in between α i and α i+1 . The rest of the analogy remains unchanged. Following the analogy, equation 1 is applied for a group of sorted jobs with overlapping execution in order to find an approximation to the compromise that maximizes the system's accrued utility. It is done by converting the task set variables into the particle pendulum environment as shown in table 2. We advise the reader to refer to [1] , [2] for a complete description of the equilibrium calculation and how this mapping is done. Here we focus only on what is necessary for the understanding of the scheduling algorithm proposed here. Table 2 . Mapping task parameters into particle pendulum parameters
The next section describes the proposed on-line scheduling algorithm for the gravitational task model.
The on-line scheduling algorithm
In this section we describe an on-line scheduler for the gravitational task model. This scheduler assumes selfsuspendable non-preemptive periodic tasks that run for the worst case execution time. It is divided into 2 phases: ordering and timing. These phases are described in the next 2 subsections. These phases are usually sequential, but in our approach the ordering phase uses the timing phase concomitantly and by the end of the ordering the scheduling is finished. However, both phases remain independent of the implementation details of each other, as usual. The last subsection, then, describes the scheduling using both phases.
The ordering phase
In this work, we use an ordering criterion that takes into account both timing constraints and the utility that jobs accrue to the system. The goal of ordering is to maximize the utility accrual of the system for a feasible task set. Since the optimum solution is a NP-hard problem, we propose an heuristic solution.
Our heuristic is based on the utility density of a job, which is defined as importance divided by the worst case execution time. This density expresses the contribution of a job to the accrued utility of the system per unit of execution. For instance, assume 3 individual jobs j 1 , j 2 and j 3 with importances imp 1 = imp 2 = imp 3 = imp and WCETs W CET 1 = W CET 2 = W CET 3 = W CET and a job j ′ with importance imp ′ = 2 × imp and WCET W CET ′ = 3 × W CET ; all jobs have the same deviation from their different target points. Jobs j 1 , j 2 and j 3 execute altogether for the same amount of time as j ′ and accrue more utility to the system, though j ′ has the highest importance. The concept of density is used to solve several well-known combinatorial problems, e.g. the backpack problem [11] .
Our heuristic consists of inserting jobs one by one into the schedule in decreasing order of utility density and attempting to place them directly at their target point. If placing a job directly at its target point results in an execution overlap, we put this job in the closest idle period around the target point and recompute the equilibrium of jobs with overlapping execution as described in section 4.2. As a result, jobs with higher utility density are placed closer to their target points, and hence, accrue more utility to the system. Moreover, using this approach the impact of jobs with lower utility density on the jobs already in the schedule is minimized.
In order to detect execution overlap and find idle periods, the scheduler must keep track of all busy periods in the schedule each time a job is inserted. Each busy period corresponds to a sequential execution of jobs in equilibrium, henceforth called chain of jobs. We use a balanced binary tree to store the busy periods because inserting, removing and searching an element in this data structure has complexity O(log(n)). At each insertion, the equilibrium might need to be recomputed. As we will see in section 4.2, each equilibrium recomputation has complexity O(1) and the maximum number of recomputations that can happen when inserting n jobs in a schedule is (n−1) because chains will never be split, only merged. Hence, the complexity of the ordering phase is the complexity of ordering the jobs by utility density (O(n × log(n))) plus the complexity of inserting, searching and deleting n elements on a balanced binary tree (O(n × log(n))) plus the complexity of recomputing the equilibrium n − 1 times (O(n)). The complexity of the heuristic is, thus, O(n × log(n)). Figure 2 illustrates the heuristic: it depicts the situation of the decision where to put jobs j m and j n . Jobs j k and j l have higher densities and were already scheduled using the heuristic. j m can be placed directly at tp m because no execution overlap happens. That is not the case for job j n , though. As a result, the heuristic determines the idle period where a n is closest to tp n , in this case the right side. Then, it computes the equilibrium for j k , j l , and j n to find their new positions, picks the next job with the highest density not scheduled yet and repeats the heuristic steps until all jobs are scheduled. Notice that in case j n , j l , and j k push other jobs, they will also be included in the equilibrium computation.
Figure 2. Utility density based job ordering heuristic

The timing phase
The timing phase is responsible for scheduling the execution of jobs once the ordering in known. This phase uses the equilibrium equation (1) to find an approximation to the compromise that maximizes the accrued utility of the system. Whenever a job arrives in the system, it is ordered with the other jobs using some criterion and the equilibrium of jobs being pushed must be recomputed. Notice that, if there are m chains of jobs in the current schedule, it is possible that after adding a job in the schedule a ripple effect might happen. In this case, whenever 2 adjacent chains merge, they are considered as one chain and its equilibrium state is recomputed. In the worst case the ripple effect will propagate to all chains in the current schedule and the equilibrium will be recomputed m times. As the equilibrium has linear complexity, the timing phase proposed in [1] , [2] had quadratic worst case complexity in the presence of idle cycles.
The timing phase algorithm proposed here dispenses revisiting jobs when computing the equilibrium of merged chains. Instead of visiting all jobs in the new chain and computing the equilibrium as in equation (1), this algorithm computes the equilibrium of the new chain only using intermediated values stored for each of the merged chains. 
The second step is to compute the values X, Y and Z of a new chain only using the intermediate values of each merged chain, instead of using equation system 3. This way, we avoid going through all the jobs in the new chain and X, Y and Z can be computed with a fixed number of operations that is independent of the number of jobs in each merged chain (i.e. O (1) figure 3 , if the chains (cj k ) and (cj k+1 ) merge, then we have that f j = f j ′ = j i , lj = lj ′′ = j i+3 and that 
In order to compute X, we start by breaking the outer sum in expression 10 into 3 parts. These parts correspond to terms 12, 13 and 14. Term 14 is equal to X ′′ , as can be seen by the description of X in equation system 3.
Term 13 becomes term 15 after a few mathematical steps. The sum
Finally, let us analyze term 12. The inner sum (16)). Then we use the distribution property to break term 16 into terms 17 and 18. The former term is equal to X ′ and the latter one is the sum of a variable multiplied by a constant. The constant part can be removed from the sum and after some basic mathematical steps and by replacing 3 in 19 we obtain 20. The sum of expressions 12, 13 and 14 is the value of X without revisiting jobs.
Now the calculations of X, Y and Z without revisiting jobs are summarized in equation system 21. This alternative solution to equation system 3 uses only the intermediate values of the adjacent chains and a fixed number of operations. These calculations have, hence, complexity O(1) and they must be computed whenever there is a merge of adjacent chains. For an incoming job j i , its intermediate values are computed as in equation system 3 with lj = f j = i, thus X = 0, Y = W i and Z = 0. The method is, then, applied recursively upon ripple effects. It is valid provided that the incoming job is not inserted in the middle of an existing chain. The ordering heuristic described in the previous section will never insert a job in the middle of an existing chain.
In this timing phase approach, chains will never be split, only merged. See that in a system with n jobs there will be, in the worst case, n − 1 merges. Therefore, the complexity of this timing phase to schedule n jobs at once is linear.
Notice that using equations 21 and 4 the positions of the first and last jobs are obtained without considering the earliest start times and deadlines constraints of jobs within the chain. Since this constraints must not be violated in order to yield a feasible schedule, the boundary within which a chain can swing must be expressed. As a result, we introduce the parameters S lef ti and S righti , which represent, respectively, the amount of slack that a chain ck i can be shifted to the left and to the right. These slacks must always be larger than or equal to zero to ensure that no job within the chain is violating its timing constraints. An incoming job j i obtains its own chain ck k with S lef t k = tp i − α i × W CET i − est i and S right k = dl i − tp i − (1 − α i ) × W CET i . These slacks represent how much j i can shift to the left and to the right side of its target point. Then upon chain collision, the equilibrium of chains that merge is computed as described in this section and, at each merge, the slacks of the new chain are computed. Assume 2 consecutive chains ck ′ and ck ′′ (ck ′ precedes ck ′′ ) that merge into one chain ck. Their overlap is given by overlap = pos
and the slacks of the new chain are computed as in equation 22. As j lj = j lj ′′ , we use the term pos ′′ (j lj ′′ ) to represent the position of j lj before merging and pos(j lj ) to represent the position of j lj after merging. Figure 4 depicts this situation. The target points and the pendulum analogy were omitted to avoid overcrowding the figure.
Figure 4. Slack of merged chains
If after merging S lef t + S right < 0, it indicates that the schedule is not feasible. Otherwise, if either S lef t or S right is negative, the chain must be appropriately shifted. In case S lef t < 0, it means that at least one job in the chain is being scheduled at most |S lef t | before its start time. In this case the position of the first and last job in the chain will be increased by |S lef t |, S right will be decreased by |S lef t | and S lef t = 0. In case S right < 0, it means that at least one job in the chain is being scheduled at most |S right | after its deadline. In this case the position of the first and last job in the chain will be decreased by |S right |, S lef t will be decreased by |S right | and S right = 0. As we can see, the complexity of merging 2 chains remains O(1) and all the previous complexity analysis is still valid.
Scheduling jobs
In order to schedule the execution of n jobs, we insert them in the schedule in decreasing order of utility density, as described in section 4. The number of jobs to be considered is another issue. Ideally it would suffice to consider all the jobs until the next idle period. As a result, all jobs that influence on the schedule of the next ready job are considered in the schedule. Given that all periodic tasks have the same phase and that deadlines are less than or equal to the period, the hyperperiod is a safe bound for future incoming jobs that must be considered. Under these conditions, it is clearly impossible that the execution of a job belonging to the next hyperperiod will influence in the schedule of the current hyperperiod. However, the hyperperiod might be too large depending on the values of the periods of each task. As a method to identify idle periods in the gravitational task model is not the focus of this paper, so far we use the hyperperiod.
The complexity to schedule n jobs involves the complexity of choosing the order to insert it in the schedule and potential recomputation of equilibrium in case of ripple effect. As shown in section 4.1, the ordering has complexity O(n × log(n)) and, as shown in section 4.2, the number of equilibrium recomputations due to merges cannot be larger than n − 1. Therefore, scheduling n jobs has the complexity of ordering plus timing, i.e. O(n×log(n)+n) = O(n × log(n)).
Evaluation
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed scheduling algorithm we ran 3 experiments. In the first and second experiment task sets are randomly generated and scheduled in order to analyze the utility accrual capability and the acceptance ratio, respectively. We compare the results with non-preemptive EDF with offset and tardiness and the scheduler used in [1] , [2] as references. We use nonpreemptive EDF for comparison because other scheduling approaches that are able to express the target point of execution of jobs have high complexity and are unfeasible to be applied on-line. Other methods based on jitter minimization and time utility function are too expensive, hence not being considered a practical option. Offsets and deadlines are used to force jobs to execute in a small region around their target point, while tardinesses provide the necessary flexibility for execution after the deadlines, if needed. Our intention is to show that our approach exploits low load conditions to schedule jobs directly at their target points, achieves a better compromise among conflicting jobs without over-constraining the system and has low complexity. The third experiment compares the utility accrual of both target point [1] , [2] and utility density ordering with the optimum ordering solution. All experiment results are within a confidence level of 95% with significance level of 0.05.
In the setup for the first 2 experiments, we vary the system utilization in the range [0.1, 0.9] with granularity 0.1. For each utilization category, our results are the compilation of 1000 different task sets, including infeasible ones. The number of periodic tasks in each task set is a random integer uniformly distributed in the interval [2, 10] . The period and importance of each task are uniformly distributed in the interval [1, 10] , deadline equal to the period and earliest start time 0. The computation times are randomly chosen such that the generated task set has the desired utilization. As target sensitivity is expressed by tightening time constraints in classic task models [12] , we set the tardiness equal to the period (original deadline) and schedule the task sets under EDF with 3 different pair of values for offset and deadline:
• offset equal to start time and deadline equal to 35% of the period • offset equal to 35% of the deadline and deadline equal to 70% of the period • offset equal to 50% of the deadline and deadline equal to 85% of the period In Figure 5 we compare the accrued utility of the system between the on-line scheduler proposed here, the scheduling example proposed in [1] , [2] and EDF with the configurations previously described. The performance of a given schedule in accruing utility for a task set is computed as its accrued utility normalized to the utility that would be accrued if all jobs would execute directly at their target points. Although executing all jobs directly at their target proposed scheduler scheduler in [1, 2] EDF ddl=35% off=0% EDF ddl=70% off=35% EDF ddl=85% off=50%
Task set utilization category Sum of normalized utility (normalized) Figure 5 . Utility points might be infeasible, it gives an upper bound to define how good a schedule is from the utility point of view. Moreover, this quotient is a value between [0, 1] independent of the scheduler or task set used, which makes it also comparable among different task sets. In this experiment, for each scheduler, we sum the fraction of all feasible task sets in each utilization category. The sum for each scheduler is, then, normalized to the sum for our scheduler proposed here.
We can observe that as we increase the offset under EDF, the accrued utility increases for low utilization but decreases for higher utilization. The window offset-deadline is kept the same under the 3 EDF configurations. For utilization equal to 0.1, EDF with offset equal to start time accrues very little utility compared with the other 2 EDF. The reason is that the target point is in the middle of the execution window but under low utilization jobs will execute right in the beginning of the execution window. On the other hand, as can still be seen in figure 5 , the higher the utilization of the system the better it is to have an earlier offset.
The advantage of a scheduler developed for the gravitational task model is that it is able to schedule tasks directly at their target point under low utilization, yet providing flexibility to shift the execution around this point under high utilization. As can be seen in figure 5 , both the scheduler proposed here and the one proposed in [1] , [2] are superior to EDF in utility accrual. More interesting, the scheduler proposed here is always superior, although its complexity is lower for both timing and ordering phase.
In Figure 6 we can see that, besides accruing more utility, our scheduler also improves that acceptance ratio when compared with the scheduler proposed in [1] , [2] . In particular, the same sets of experiments where both schedulers have the same acceptance ratio correspond to the sets of experiments where they obtain the same utility (when the system utilization is 10% and 20%). We can conclude that putting jobs with higher utility density closer to their target points not only increases the system utility, but also minimizes the deviation suffered by lighter jobs that would be pushed out of their execution windows otherwise. As expected, EDF with offset equal to the start time has higher acceptance ratio. However, the difference to the acceptance ratio of our scheduler is small. Therefore, it can be concluded that our scheduler enforces the target sensitivity, thus accruing more utility, yet with a very little impact on the system feasibility. Finally, we ran an experiment to compare the target point ordering proposed in [1] , [2] and the utility density ordering proposed here with the optimum ordering. As finding the optimum solution is a NP-complete problem, we cannot use the same task set configuration described in the beginning of this section because the amount of jobs is huge. Therefore, we need to generate a small instance of the problem that is representative to analyse the performance of the schedulers. Our approach is to generate job sets with only 10 aperiodic jobs whose target points follow the normal distribution. Thus, their target points will be close from one another and the need to reorder jobs will be higher. The execution window of each job is large enough to allow any ordering to be a feasible schedule because we want to evaluate the potential of the ordering heuristics to maximize the system utility and not the feasibility. For each utilization category the values plotted are the result of 100 simulations.
In Figure 7 we depict the total utility obtained by each scheduler normalized to the optimum. We can observe that the utility density ordering is always closer to the optimum than the target point ordering [1] , [2] . However, the small difference to the optimum does not reflect only the quality of the ordering, but also the size of the task set used. The combinatorial nature of the ordering problem impedes a comparison with larger task sets [7] . This experiment is still relevant to show that the utility density ordering is close to the optimum even for high utilizations, unlike the target point ordering.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented an on-line scheduling algorithm for the gravitational task model [1] , [2] . In this model, a task expresses a target point where its utility is maximized, an execution window where the task can be executed providing the correct behavior, its importance and utility. Jobs are considered as massive bobs hanging on a pendulum: a single job, left to itself, will execute at the bottom, the target point. If a force, such as the weight of other tasks, is applied, it can be shifted around this point. Thus, jobs' importance and their utility around target points can be expressed, using the equilibrium state to find an approximation to the compromise that maximizes accrued utility when jobs have conflicting interests. In [1] , [2] the applicability of the equilibrium is shown with a simple adhoc scheduler as proof of concept. This scheduler was divided into 2 phases, ordering and timing, both with complexity O(n 2 ). The scheduler proposed here uses a heuristic for the ordering phase of complexity O(n × log(n)) and a timing phase of complexity O(n). This significant complexity reduction is due to a new method for equilibrium recomputations. Besides, an ordering heuristic based on the utility density of jobs is proposed. This heuristic accounts for both acceptance ratio and utility accrual, hence achieving higher utility accrual and acceptance ratio than the scheduler proposed in [1] , [2] .
Results from a simulation study showed the improvement in achieved utility and acceptance ratio of the utility density based heuristic ordering over target point order and EDF with reduced execution window.
The utility density based heuristic takes into account only task parameters regarding the utility to define an ordering. Next steps include using the feasibility knowledge in the heuristic in order to improve the acceptance ratio of the scheduler and provide a feasibility test. A new ordering strategy should, preferably, allow a reduction of the interval of time where the jobs are considered in the schedule to a value smaller than the hyperperiod. Furthermore, we plan to investigate model extensions to include explicit consideration for preemptions, and support for other utility functions than the circular one obtained from the pendulum analogy.
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